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Apiture integrates data 
security into SecOps with 
Open Raven
Apiture is a leading provider of digital banking solutions. Apiture 
provides financial institutions with the integrations, capabilities and 
resources that banks and credit unions have not had access to in 
the past. Offering two differentiated digital experience platforms, 
Apiture Xpress and Apiture Open, Apiture develops innovative 
solutions that can be used by financial institutions of any size. 
Apiture serves hundreds of financial institutions in the United 
States market. The company is headquartered in Wilmington, North 
Carolina, with offices in Austin, Texas.
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CHALLENGES

Challenges in cloud data security
When Apiture migrated to the cloud for improved service delivery speed 
and quality, CISO Sean Darragh needed to maintain his ability to protect 
data from attacks and compliance risks.
However, the rate and variety at which infrastructure (IaC) and data change in the cloud meant 
that legacy, non-native, DLP, and governance tools could not keep pace. Such reduced visibility 
rippled throughout SecOps, reducing the confidence in their overall security posture. The 
security gaps created and accentuated by the cloud set Sean on a search for an automated, 
data-centric approach to security to solve three problems:

 → Restoring visibility with automated asset 
discovery and data classification

 → Streamline risk assessment, detection, 
and response

 → Using data insights to define and drive 
support for proactive dfenese hardening

INDUSTRY

Financial Technology Company

FRAMEWORK

The Center for Internet Security (CIS)

COMPLIANCE & CERTIFICATION

SSAE 18, SOC2 Type II (CIS)

EXAMINING BODIES

FFIEC

KEY BENEFITS

 → Automating asset discovery and data classification

 → Applying policies to data types

 → Driving proactive security initiatives with data insights

CSP

Amazon Web Services (AWS), S3

About Apiture
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“We handle significant amounts of sensitive 
financial information. The visibility into data types, 

locations, and security configurations provided 
by Open Raven is essential. Our team is able to 

quickly identify security risks, prevent incidents, 
and avoid costly remediation.”

SEAN DARRAGH, CISO, APITURE
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Visibility is a fundamental issue to resolve since it feeds every part of 
SecOps. His team could not be confident in their security posture with 
the growing risks of unknowns being accelerated by IaC; namely, rogue 
assets and misplaced data. His existing toolset required manual work and 
ongoing management involving multiple roles—DBAs and service owners, 
among others—while still leaving the growing risks of rogue assets and 
misplaced data largely unaddressed.

The Open Raven Data Security Platform simplified how Apiture answered 
such fundamental questions with automated discovery, mapping, and 
data classification across an AWS Organization. To get started, Sean 
only needed to connect to the platform with a read-only AWS account. 
Upon connecting, the Map and Asset List began populating with 
discovered resources and their attributes, including name, asset type, 
region, account, encryption, MFA setting, backup status, VPC peering 
relationships, and security group access. All of this was done without any 
prior investigation or identification of where to look for data. “First, that’s 
a huge burden of work lifted from my team. And, based on my experience 
with other tools, is unique and unexpected,” Sean continued to comment 
on his day one experience with the platform, “A map of my cloud? 
Impressive. I saw a resource in a restricted region that I immediately 
sent over to DevOps to resolve.” In a common finding, the resource was 
leftover from a proof-of-concept (PoC) despite established processes 
to prevent such an occurrence. Upon this initial finding, Sean said, “Yes, 
this is exactly what I needed. Automated discovery is critically important, 
especially for small teams. You don’t know what you don’t know.”

With Open Raven, Apiture gained complete and automated visibility into 
data types and locations. Such information allows them to better manage 
the attack surface and compliance requirements with precision alerting 
and accelerated incident response.

Apiture CISO, Sean Darragh, describes the Open Raven Data Security 
Platform as a “force-multiplier” for SecOps because of the end-to-end 
impact it has on overall detection and response.

Open Raven – A force multiplier 
for SecOps

Visibility and discovery
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“I need an automated system that tells me where 
sensitive data is and when the controls must be 

hardened. With AWS, everything is a configuration 
journey. It just takes time we don’t have.”

SEAN DARRAGH, CISO, APITURE
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Applying data guardrails - 
Policies that follow the data
Next, Sean needed to match his speed of risk detection 
and response to the speed of IaC and the mobility 
of cloud data. To add to the complexity, he needed 
to avoid slowing down Apiture’s service and product 
delivery teams while still enforcing business data 
policies. The Open Raven Data Security Platform 
enabled Apiture’s team to apply policies to specific 
data types regardless of location rather than particular 
services or storage pools. These data-centric policies 
automated discovering risks like rogue assets and 
misplaced data with improper controls. According to 
Sean, with Open Raven, his team can “...easily translate 
business rules into enforceable policies that follow the 
data rather than being enforced where we think all of 
our sensitive data resides.”

Risk is always top of mind for Sean. He described the 
relief in having such visibility and automated data risk 
detection, “Every morning, I come into the office, open 
the Open Raven map, and know that today is not going 
to be a day that some rogue asset or misplaced data 
risks me having a tough week with long hours and lost 
sleep.” The scalability that such automation brings 
allows his SecOps team to focus their time on resolving 
issues and hardening defenses rather than manual 
discovery. Rather matter-of-factly, Sean added, “It’s far 
more proactive to detect and resolve mistakes before 
they become problems. Open Raven was built for this.”

“Before Open Raven, 
identifying the locations 
and types of sensitive 
and financial data 
required time we didn’t 
have to spend. With 
Open Raven, I have 
automated visibility and 
control and can better 
scale my resources. I 
can’t get this anywhere 
else not as quickly nor 
as affordable.”
SEAN DARRAGH, CISO, APITURE
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Sean needed to restore visibility, tried Open Raven, and found a platform that enabled more 
effective detection and response for data risks. The decision to use Open Raven as their cloud 
data security platform continues to be justified. Working with the Open Raven Services Team, 
Sean customized dashboards to show trends about sensitive data across his environment and 
has become a design partner for future releases and improvements. “I already considered the 
platform to be a force multiplier because of asset discovery, mapping, data classification, and 
guardrails; but, the built-in Splunk analytics truly set it apart. Open Raven nailed it when they 
identified the shift to data-centric security for the cloud. I’m excited to have such confidence in 
our posture as new threats and regulations come to surface.”

Leading with data security 
insights and visualizations
The reduced visibility in the cloud meant that 
determining and gaining support for proactive security 
initiatives often lacked clear supporting information. 
Sean and his team would spend precious time manually 
discovering assets, evaluating risks, and analyzing 
viable next steps versus time hardening defenses.

The built-in Splunk-based search, reporting, and 
analysis allow teams to incorporate data findings from 
Open Raven into SPL queries, reports, and dashboards. 
“Being able to add data types and security controls 
into Splunk searches, reports and analysis is game-
changing. Many of our operations have collapsed, in 
a good way,” said Sean. Having AWS usage statistics 
and trends by data type allows Sean to “easily 
articulate what we have going on and why we need to 
take specific actions.” Such data context is valuable 
beyond Security. Finance and Legal, in particular, would 
typically coordinate across departments to gain point-
in-time snapshots into the costs and risks associated 
with their cloud. With Open Raven, “Handoffs and wait 
times are replaced by simple exports. Time is money.” 
Now, Sean incorporates the concerns of each team into 
his proposed initiatives and reports.

“It doesn’t matter what 
you know or say if 
your audience can’t 
understand it. The built-
in data visualizations 
help me control the 
security conversation.”
SEAN DARRAGH, CISO, APITURE

Looking forward
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Learn more at openraven.com or  
schedule a demo to see Open Raven in action.

Let’s get started 
—

https://www.openraven.com/
https://www.openraven.com/demo-request

